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Abstract— The widespread use of Location Based Systems results in the accumulation of movement trajectory details in a 

massive scale. These mobility traces are very much useful for the researchers and the developers who needs to develop or 

invent new mobility management applications or modify the existing ones. But without proper privacy preserving mechanism 

for the published trajectory details may definitely raises the issue of privacy breach for the user. So before publishing the 

trajectory details suitable anonymization approach has to be applied. It is also found that the protection of significant points is 

better than the unnecessary anonymiztion whole trajectory points. This paper proposes a new model, which depicts a model 

that safeguards the significant points from the malevolent attacks by the help of generalization approach. With this model, the 

significant location points are hided in a specified size diversified area zone. The analysis shows that this approach is well 

ahead of the similar approaches used by the researches and provides better privacy and less information loss.    
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I. INTRODUCTION 

  

With the ubiquity of location based systems(LBS) allows 

users to exchange their mobility traces and they can use 

variety of location based services like social media, 

GPS(Global Positioning System) based navigation systems 

etc. The researchers also used these trajectory details to make 

or modify new or existing applications and the government 

authorities used it for the applications like traffic 

management etc. But sharing trajectory details, especially 

location details may reveal their social customs, habits, 

health details, religious customs etc. This is going to be the 

major privacy threat to the user.  

     The Privacy preservation of trajectory means to safeguard 

the entire trajectory from re-identification so that to 

overcome the disclosure of significant or important location 

points. In order to keep away from adversaries, we have to 

find the stay points[6] from the mobility traces and 

differentiate them as significant and non-significant points 

and anonymize these points is well enough for the protection 

of entire trajectory from malevolent attacks. 

    In this work, we mainly focused to anonymize the 

trajectory before the publication of trajectory details to 

stakeholders. For this purpose, it is necessary to extract 

halting points and identify the significant and non-significant 

location points from the user trajectories. At last during the 

anonimization of these points is to be done with the help of  

 

generalized area zone, which contains a user specified 

number of significant and non-significant points.     

The organization of the paper is organized as follows, 

Section I contains the introduction about the privacy 

preserved data publishing and the brief summary of the work 

done, Section II contains the related work of trajectory 

anonymization and the developments in the said area, 

Section III contains the basic terminologies used in the paper 

as problem definitions, Section IV contains the proposed 

work and which is categorized as block diagram of the work, 

methodologies and algorithm which we used for the 

proposed work, Section V explains the results and discussion 

through sample screens and analysis graphs and finally 

Section VI concludes research work with future directions.  

 

II. RELATED WORK 

  

For the development and modification of new or existing 

trajectory management application must need published 

trajectory details and it is too good to have this in a privacy 

preserved mode. In the privacy preserved data publishing 

scenario, a plenty of approaches and models were there. 

Some of them are discussed below. 

     The concept of k-anonymity was introduced in [2] to 

protect health details from malevolent attack so that it is 

indistinguishable from k-1 other records. Few years later, the 

authors in [4] introduced another model called t-closeness, 
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which states that the distribution distance between two 

significant attributes must not be greater than a disclosure 

threshold t. The t-closeness model was actually the 

refinement of the concept called l-diversity [3], which 

defines that each equivalence class has at least l-well 

represented diverse location values. Later an approach in [1] 

specifies another model called k
m
-anonymity model, which 

uses Euclidean distance during the transaction data 

publishing phase and it will restricts the chance of identity 

disclosure. This method is also not appropriate for the 

generalization approaches during the distance based 

calculations. 

 

III. PROBLEM DEFINTIONS 

 

Let us consider an individual’s trajectory T, which comprises 

of different location points and is defined as T={trid, (lat1, 

lon1, tm1), (lat2, lon2, tm2), ………… , (latn, lonn, tmn), where 

trid is the id of the trajectory and location coordinates of the 

moving object  is (latj, lonj). The tmj is the sampling time 

temporal factor in a spatio –temporal coordinate (latj, lonj, 

tmj) of the j
th

 location. 

 

A. Halting points  

A halting point is a location point where the user has stayed 

for a particular threshold time λt and which is represented as 

(Hptid, Hptt, latj, lonj, λt), where Hptid is the identifier of the 

halting point, Hptt is the halting point duration and (latJ, lonj) 

is the j
th 

location coordinate of the halt. The halting points can 

be either significant or non-significant halting points. 

 

B.  Significant location points  

Significant location points are the halting location points 

where the user has some important information there. This 

can considered by taking the halting points which are greater 

or equal to a time threshold Δt. 

 

C. Non-significant location  points  

Non-significant location points are halting location points 

which are not significant location points obviously which is 

less than the time threshold Δt. 

 

D.  Area zone  

An area zone AZ, consists of n number of significant and 

non-significant halting points. The AZ is represented as 

(AZid, TLc, LRc, Sln, NSln), where AZid is the area zone 

identifier ; TLc and LRc represents the top left and lower 

right corner coordinates of the area zone; and Sln and NSln 

represents number of significant and non-significant location 

points included in the area zone. 

    

 

 

 

IV. METHODOLOGY 

 

A. Proposed approach 

The main work of this paper is the anonymization of original 

trajectories from the trajectory database (SptDb) and release 

the anonymized trajectory database (PubDb) for the 

stakeholders. The trajectory anonymization consists of the 

processes like halting point extraction, significant point 

identification and finally the area zone creation. 

 

 
Figure 1.  Block diagram of our approach 

 

B. Halting point extraction 

For the extraction of halting points we choose the 

methodology as in [7] with minor alterations. The location 

points where the user has stayed at least for μt is considered 

as halting points. i.e, for a trajectory T = {(Ln1, t1), (Ln2, t2), 

…….. , (Lnn, tn)}, where Lnj represents the coordinate of the 

location point at the sampling time ti. But if |ti+1 – ti| > λt, 

where λt is the time threshold specified by the user, then Lni 

is treated as halting point.  

 

C. Significant point identification 

We have identified the significant and non-significant points 

from the halting points and the method adopted from [1] with 

slight modifications. The identification of significant points 

includes sorting of halting points and we choose them with 

the strategy that by fixing a threshold time Δt. The 

significant points which satisfies this Δt or more and for the 

non-significant which are less than Δt.  

 

D. Area zone creation 

The area zone is a rectangular area on the trajectory, which is 

having user specified number of significant and non-

significant halting points. When we increase the size of the 

area zone, the privacy increases but the information loss also 

increases. The Haversine distance measure is used for the 

distance calculation between halting points. 

 

Haversine distance formula = 

        2*6371000*asin (sqrt( (sin ( (lat2*x-  lat1*x))/2)^2 + 

        cos(lat2*x)*cos(lat1*x)*sin(((lon2*x- lon1 *x)/2))^2)) 

                    (1) 

 

Where x=3.14159/180 and lat and lon are latitude and 

longitude respectively. 

 

To calculate the information loss measure, we used the 

formula as in [5] 
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InfL= i,tj))+   

          x)/(n x m)                                                  (2) 

 

Here infL represents average information loss happened at 

the area zone AZi at time ti where AZi stayed. Lx is the 

significant point that we are replacing with area zone. n x m 

denotes the total number of location points. Ultimately, the 

infL lies between 0 and 1, i.e. 0<infL<1 

 

 

Algorithm : Generalization of Significant trajectory halting  

                     points 

 

Input : Spatio-temporal Trajectory points from SptDb 

Output : Anonymized trajectory points and other location  

               points to PubDb for publication 

 

1. Pre-process & Read spatio-temporal points from SptDb to       

     SpTrj 

2. Initialize Hlt_tab1, S_tab2, NS_tab3 < -- φ 

3. Set halting threshold time th_t < -- μt 

4. while (!eof(SpTrj)) 

 a) for (i=0, k=1 up to n) do 

  (i) Calculate halting point λt = | ti+1 - ti | 

  (ii) If (λt >= μt) then store  

                                  Hpk -->Hlt_tab1, i++, k++ 

5. Set significant threshold time St < -- Δt 

6. while (!eof(Hlt_tab1)) 

 a) for (i=0 to n) do 

(i) if (λt (Hpki) > Δt) then  

       store Hpi -- > S_tab2 else  

       store Hpi -- > NS_tab3, i++ 

(ii) calculate Haversine distance Hdt from  

      previous halt. 

7. Create area zone AZi with user specified location points  

    from S_tab2 and NS_tab3 using generalization technique 

8. Store the TLc and LRc of AZi and publish these coordinates  

    instead of significant points along with other location  

    points 

 

V. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

 

We did our experiments using the real trajectory dataset 

available in the internet from the Microsoft’s Geolife project 

[8], which includes the 5 year trajectories of 182 users 

mainly in Beijing area. The experiments were conducted on a 

windows 10 computer with 4GB RAM and Intel i5-3337U 

CPU @1.80GHz Processor. Here are some sample screens  

 

 
Figure 2.  The first 25 halting points on a single day  

 

 
Figure 3.  The Haversine distance from previous halt for a user 

  

 
Figure 4.  The connecting graph between significant points 

 

According to our algorithm, we took trajectory traces of a 

single user, preprocess it and extracted the halting points. 

The Figure 2 shows the first 25 highest halting points on a 

single day for a user. The Geolife trajectory dataset was 

prepared with 6 digit floating point accuracy; we got 23 

halting points with a halting threshold λt with 100seconds as 

shown in Figure 3. From this, we took some highest duration 

points as significant points with Δt as 140seconds. The 

Figure 4 shows the connecting graph between significant 

points. We also measures the Haversine distance from the 
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nearest halting points. The balance halting points were 

considered as non-significant points. Then we created area 

zone with the varying no of significant and non-significant 

points. 

 

E.   Evaluation 

For the evaluation, we took two analyses. First one as shown 

in Figure 5, is for analyzing area zone creation time, and the 

next one Figure 6, is for evaluating the information loss 

measure 

 

 
Figure 5.  Analysis 1 : Area zone creation time Vs No.of non-

significant points 

 

 
Figure 6.  Analysis 2 : Information loss Vs No. of non-

significant points 

 

The analysis 1 shows that the processing time taken to create 

area zone with our approach is better than the existing 

approach in [6]. In the analysis 2 shows that information loss 

in our approach is less than existing approach in [1], but 

there is a fact that whenever we tries to increase the privacy 

of the user the information loss will also increases. We use 

Haversine distance measure due to the spherical shape of the 

earth and found that this one has more accuracy than the 

Euclidean approach. 

 

VI. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE SCOPE 
  

The privacy is the major concern of every individual, but at 

the same time avoiding LBS facilities is too hard in the digital 

era. So accumulation and publication of mobility traces needs 

to be done with most care. This paper proposes and analyses 

the anonymization mechanism through generalization of 

significant points, shows that it is relevant and suffer only a 

little information loss than the existing approaches. In future, 

we extend this approach to overcome the various malevolent 

linkage attacks. 
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